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Support for bottom hole pressure
Reports bottom hole pressure (BHP) as either a calculated or live 

value.
Uses the Hagendorn-Brown calculation to estimate BHP: 
Calculates an updated BHP every 16 minutes without an 

appreciable increase in CPU loading.
Provides a correction factor you can use to correct the 

calculated value to a known pressure.

Provides a TLP for live BHP values (if available).

Note: Currently, the BHP is not used in any pre-built optimization 
function, but both the live or calculated numbers are available as a TLP 
that could be used for open or closed triggers, for historical archiving or 
as part of the control in a logic block.

Defined status of downhole mandrel 
valves based on surface pressure 
Calculates which gas lift mandrel valves are open or closed, by 

comparing the surface pressure to the opening and closing 
surface pressure setpoints for each mandrel valve.

What’s New in Well Optimization Manager?
Version 4.04

 Allows you to defi ne the number and true depth of installed 
downhole mandrel valves, as well as opening and closing 
pressure setpoints based on surface pressure.

Provides a graphic showing the mandrel valve confi guration and 
the valves’ open or closed state based on surface casing pressure.

Validates values after you enter the true vertical depth and 
opening and closing pressure.
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Example of a mandrel valve design report:

Configurable forced injection setpoint 
adjustment after initial test 
During the program’s fi rst averaging period, you can confi gure 

an initial post time to record the test’s starting value, rather than 
using the values available when the valves fi rst open. This gives 
the well time to establish fl ows rather than posting zeros for the 
start of the initial test. The default value is 25% of the initial test 
time. You can adjust the injection rate at the initial posting time. 
This modifi cation is in response to customer requests to 

manage the situation when a previously optimized well, 
following a restart, quickly returned to its “sweet spot.” This 
phase forces a change to the well’s operating conditions and 
initializes an optimization routine. Automatic information retrieval for 

browsable flow selections
If you select a standard fl ow type (such as AGA, 800L, or CLAP 

liquid), the program automatically retrieves the required values.   
If you select an accumulator from the PMSC utilities, the 

program automatically retrieves required values.

If you select SoftPt Order, that option supports the standard 
Vinson “batting order” to automatically retrieve required values 
(the Batting Order White Paper is available upon request).

Configurable remote PID instead of local 
PID for gas lift injection control
When a remote PID is selected, the setpoint, mode and output 

are recorded and handled correctly in the remote device.
The output feedback is then read from the remote device.

The ROC or FloBoss™ fl ow computer automatically tracks the 
output using feedback to smoothly transfer between the Auto 
and Manual settings. sing setpoints, the fl ow computer tracks 
the PV, smoothly shifting between Manual and Auto mode.
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You can select other TLPs, but you must defi ne them either as a 
rate or an accumulator:
If you select Rate for non-standard fl ow types, accumulations 

are not available.
If you select Accum for non-standard fl ow types, rate and 

accumulations are not available.

Individual off timers for injection and 
production flow rates to validate test 
results
You can now defi ne more values for stopping a gas lift test if 

production or injection stops for more than a defi ned period.
Setpoints are available for time off during a single event or 

total percent of time during a test cycle.
If either setpoint is breached, the test aborts.

Ramp-up process to the valve sequence 
startup routine of gas lift
After the valve startup sequence completes, the program ramps 

up the setpoint to the optimization setting rather than using a 
step change.

You use the Ramp Rate fi eld to defi ne this ramp speed in MCF 
per minute.Start-up options for gas lift

You can start the gas lift test using the settings of initial setpoint 
and step direction.

You can also restart the gas lift test from the last known current 
values of setpoint and step direction.

Well nomination through defined flow 
accumulator instead of well flow rate
The program now allows you to use an external fl ow accumulator 

to defi ne nominations. This is in response to customer requests 
to use a fl ared volume as the nomination point instead of 
wellhead volume.
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Enhanced gas lift operation display

Other enhancements
Confi gurable softpoint for the plunger release point 
Variable PID setpoint for gas lift injection at any time 
Redesigned graphics for clarity of the SSD and recovery options of gas lift 
Event logging disabled when retrieving cycle SN 
BHP added to cycle Logs 
BHP and highest mandrel valve open added to gas lift Logs 
Modifi ed and enhanced confi guration and operational screens 
Local Display Manager updated to support v4.04 

Additional plunger information
The program maintains more date to track and calculate rise and fall times, as well as plunger 

lifting ability: 
Travel miles
Inspection date
Plunger make and model
Fall velocity
For improved accuracy in calculating plunger arrival speed on continuous plungers


